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Efficient Handoff Rerouting Algorithms:
A Competitive On-Line Algorithmic Approach
Yigal Bejerano, Israel Cidon, and Joseph (Seffi) Naor

Abstract—This paper considers the design of handoff rerouting
algorithms for reducing the overall session cost in personal communication systems (PCS). Most modern communication systems
that are used as an infrastructure for PCS networks are based on
connection-based technologies. In these systems, the session cost is
composed of two components. The setup cost represents the cost associated with the handoff operations, and the hold cost determines
the expense related to the use of network resources held by the
connection. This work introduces for the first time, rerouting algorithms for general graphs which are cost effective in terms of their
worst-case analysis. The algorithms are analyzed using a competitive analysis approach, and it is proved that the competitive ratio
of the proposed algorithms is a small constant of which the precise
value depends on the ratio between the setup costs and the hold
costs of the links. We also prove a lower bound of 2 on the competitive ratio of any online algorithm, which means that the proposed
algorithms are close in terms of worst case behavior to the best
possible rerouting algorithm. In addition, experimental results also
show that the proposed algorithms indeed balance between the session setup cost and the hold cost, yielding overall lower cost when
compared to other algorithms described in the literature.
Index Terms—Competitive analysis, connection management,
handoff rerouting algorithms, online algorithms, personal communication systems (PCS).

I. INTRODUCTION

P

ERSONAL communication systems (PCS) enable people
and devices to communicate independently of their location, and while they transit from place to place. Therefore,
a PCS network employs a mobility management mechanism
for locating mobile users and for maintaining their sessions
while they change their attachment points to the system’s
infrastructure. Such changes are called handoff or handover
operations [6]. Most modern communication systems that are
used as infrastructure for PCS networks [3], [14], [15], [17],
[18] are based on connection-based technologies such as telephone and ISDN technologies [19], Frame–Relay [13] and
ATM networks [13]. Such networks require the establishment
of a virtual channel (VC) between the session participants and
maintaining it during the session. In PCS networks, each time
a session participant performs a handoff operation, the session
VC must be modified for maintaining end-to-end connectivity.
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Using efficient handoff rerouting algorithms is important for
the efficient management of PCS networks. The criteria for
evaluating such algorithms are generally classified to two components; The setup cost represents the cost associated with the
handoff operations, in particular signaling cost and handoff
latency. The hold cost determines the expense related to the use
of network resources held by the VC. This paper introduces
new handoff rerouting algorithms and demonstrates that they
are quantitatively efficient for both analytical and experimental
respects. The algorithms take into account both setup and hold
costs. Other criteria, such as the quality-of-service capability
of the VC (in terms of end-to-end delay, etc.), or the network
utilization, are also considered.
The different existing algorithms can be broadly divided into
four groups, 1) connection reestablishment, 2) path extension;
3) connection modification, and 4) handoff anticipation. The
connection reestablishment algorithm [11] establishes a new
VC between the users at each handoff operation and releases the
previous VC. This algorithm optimizes the network utilization
at the expense of high signaling cost and high handoff latency.
The path extension algorithm [2], [3] allocates a new segment
between the old and the new attachment points and connects it to
the existing VC. It never tears off any established VC segment.1
This results in a simple handoff algorithm with low handoff
latency, at the expense of possibly highly stretched routes
that reduce the network efficiency and the quality-of-service
capability of the path. The connection modification approach
uses part of the existing VC and establishes a new path
between the user’s new location and a crossover switch (COS).
Algorithms using this approach differ in the way a COS is
selected. In [4], [5], and [16], a single node in the VC is selected
as an anchor and only the path to the anchor is modified. In
[12], the selected COS is the first node on the shortest path
between the users that is also included in the existing VC.
In [12] and [20], the algorithm selects as a COS, the node
in the existing VC that is the closest one to the user new
location. The last algorithm is called minimal path update
(MPU). The handoff anticipation approach [1], [9] establishes
a multipoint VC to several adjacent nodes in anticipation of a
possible handoff. This approach reduces the handoff latency
at the expense of processing cost and network utilization. A
summary of handoff rerouting algorithms and comparisons is
given in [6]. The above algorithms attempt, in general, to
optimize the session cost according to a given criterion at the
expense of other criteria. Connection modification algorithms
attempt to reduce the overall session cost. However, they are
not analytically shown to guarantee this in all cases.
1In practical implementations, optimizations such as detection and releasing
of routing loops are usually performed.
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This paper considers connection-management issues and addresses the problem of reducing the overall session cost as much
as possible. Optimizing the VC route after each movement of
a user is a complicated task, since the handoff algorithm does
not know, either the session duration, or the future movements
of the users. Thus, our problem is an on-line dynamic decision
problem, where decisions are based on the current state of the
network without knowledge of future events.
A common way for measuring the quality of an on-line
algorithm is competitive analysis. Here, the costs associated
with an on-line algorithm are compared with the costs expended
by an optimal off-line algorithm that knows the sequence of
events in advance. The maximum ratio between their respective
costs, taken over all sequences, is called the competitive ratio.
It guarantees an upper bound on the worst-case performance
with respect to an optimal off-line algorithm. This study focuses
on competitive analysis. In recent years, this technique was
extensively used for analyzing the performance of various
algorithms for different communication problems, such as
call admission, circuit routing, scheduling and load balancing.
Extensive surveys of this area are given in [8] and [10].
An alternative approach to measuring the quality of on-line
algorithms is through average-case analysis which relies on
some hypothesis on the distribution of the input. Each of the
two approaches has clear advantages as well as limitations,
and the reader is referred to [8] for a related discussion.
This paper is the first to provide a worst-case analysis
of handoff rerouting problems for general communication
networks. In particular, it is the first to use competitive analysis
in this context. It deals with handoff rerouting algorithms that
are not allowed to hold unused resources,2 as it may hurt the
network utilization and increase the call blocking probability.
This paper provides lower bounds for handoff rerouting algorithms and presents two efficient algorithms which have small
(and almost tight) competitive ratios.
We first consider a general model where each link is associated with two independent weights, the setup cost, , and
on the
the hold cost, . We present a lower bound of
competitive ratio for arbitrary graphs, where is the number of
nodes in the graph. The proof of the lower bound strongly uses
the independence between the setup and hold costs of each edge.
However, in most practical networks, there is usually a correlation between the setup cost and the hold cost of the edges. In this
paper, we assume that the ratio between the hold cost and setup
cost of each edge is bounded by two positive constants and
, such that for every link ,
. We assume that,
in practice, and are close. With this fairly realistic restriction, we prove a lower bound of 2 on the competitive ratio in the
), and we present two
case of arbitrary graphs (where
simple handoff rerouting algorithms with a competitive ratio of
. If
, then the competitive ratio is 3. The
first algorithm combines ideas from the path extension and the
connection reestablishment algorithms for balancing between
the session setup and hold costs. The second algorithm is based
on the connection modification approach and yields better experimental results on the average. The algorithm uses two main
2In [7], we consider handoff algorithms that are allowed to hold unused resources, in particular for networks with specific topologies.
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steps for selecting a COS. First, the new VC is calculated ac, segments
cording to the MPU algorithm. Then, for some
of the VC of total weight more then times the weight of the
shortest path between their end-nodes are replaced by the corresponding shortest paths. In addition to the analytical results, our
simulations show that the proposed algorithms balance between
the session setup and the hold costs and yield lower overall cost
than other algorithms that are described in the literature.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
network model. Section III presents the lower bounds on on-line
algorithms in both the general model and the correlated model.
Section IV presents two on-line handoff rerouting algorithms
for the correlated model. Section V shows our simulation results
and Section VI concludes the work.
II. NETWORK MODEL
We assume an arbitrary connection-oriented network mod, where the nodes and
eled by an undirected graph
edges represent communication switches and full duplex links
respectively. Users are attached to the nodes and can be either
static or mobile. A mobile user may move and change its attachment node. A session between two users requires the establishment of a VC between the corresponding nodes and holding
it during the session. This means allocating resources at each
edge over the VC path and holding them during the session.
is associated with a linear cost function,
Each edge
, that defines the cost of using edge for
, is the cost
a duration of time units. The setup cost,
,
of allocating resources over edge , and the hold cost
is the cost of holding these resources for a single time unit. The
hold time, , is measured from the time the edge resources are
allocated until they are released. Hence, the entire cost of a VC
session of duration , which is routed over a path , is given by
. We use cost as a general term, and it can
capture delay, dollar cost, handoff latency, signaling cost, or an
aggregation of several measures.
and
The graph is associated with two positive constants,
, that bound the ratio
for every edge
, such that
. For a path , let
and
be the hold cost and the setup cost of path
, respectively. For every pair of nodes and , let the shortest
path between them be the path which has minimum setup cost.
and its setup cost by
. In adDenote this path by
be the minimum hold cost between nodes
dition, let
and . Note that the hold cost of the shortest path,
, may
. However, if the constants and are
be more than
close, then, the hold cost of the shortest path between a pair of
nodes is close to the minimum hold cost.
Now, consider a session between two users that starts at
time zero and terminates at time . The session is defined by
, where the th
a sequence of triplets,
to node
triplet represents a movement of a user from node
at a time . We also consider the session initialization and
the termination as movements. We assume that before a session
and at time zero one
starts, both users are attached to node
of them moves to node . Similarly, the session terminates at
time , when one of the users moves to the node to which the
other attaches, and they both do not change their attachment
node anymore.
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The session cost depends on the handoff rerouting algorithm
used. This cost is composed of the overall setup cost and the
overall hold cost. For a given handoff algorithm and a session
, the first term is denoted by Setup Cost
and the second
. Thus
term by Hold Cost
Cost

Setup Cost

Hold Cost

In this paper, we consider only handoff algorithms that do not
hold unused resources. Edge resources that are not included in
the VC at use must be released.
III. HANDOFF COST LOWER BOUNDS
In this section, we prove lower bounds for on-line handoff
rerouting algorithms in general graphs with linear hold cost
functions and a positive setup cost. We prove that the competi, where
tive ratio of the best on-line algorithm is at least
is the number of nodes in the graph. This bound holds even if
all edges have the same setup cost and the mobile users are allowed to move only between adjacent nodes. We first examine
some properties of optimal off-line algorithms. A handoff algorithm is called lazy [8], if it changes a VC route only as a
response to a movement of a mobile user, and, it makes the
change at the time of the movement. The following theorem can
be easily verified.
Theorem 1: For general graphs and linear cost functions,
there exists a lazy optimal off-line algorithm.
Theorem 2: Consider a general graph and linear cost functions. Then, the competitive ratio of the best on-line algorithm
, where is the number of nodes in the
is at least
network.
nodes. The graph
Proof: Consider a graph with
contains a full binary tree with levels such that all of its leaves
are connected to a single node . The tree levels are numbered
bottom up as depicted in Fig. 1. The edges are also assigned to
, are those that
levels, where the edges of level ,
and . All edges have the same
connect nodes of levels
, and all the edges of a given level have the
setup cost,
and
.
same hold cost , where
times more
Thus, the hold cost of any edge at level is
expensive then the hold cost of the entire path from node to a
.
node in level
Suppose, in contrast, that there is an on-line algorithm with
and consider the following sescompetitive ratio
sion between a mobile user and a static user that are initially
attached to nodes and , respectively. Since all paths between
nodes and have the same setup and hold cost, algorithm
selects one of these paths and establishes a VC over this route.
Without loss of generality, let this route pass through the right
child of the root, . Immediately, after the VC establishment, the
mobile user moves from to its left child . Both the off-line and
the on-line algorithms have to adapt their VC for maintaining
, the off-line althe session. Consider first the response of
routes its initial VC through node . After the
gorithm.
is only required to release its VC resources
movement,
and then its VC remains optimal with respect
over edge
to the shortest path between nodes and . However, algorithm
has to determine whether it extends its current VC, i.e., it

Fig. 1.

The tree-like graph for proving the lower bound in the general model.

allocates VC resources over the edge
, or it establishes
an entire new VC over one of the shortest paths that connects
nodes and . Algorithm cannot choose the VC extension
option for long, otherwise the session hold cost will be more
times the cost of
. Hence, some finite time after
than
the movement of the mobile user, algorithm reroutes the session VC over one of the shortest paths between nodes and
through one of the children of node . Suppose, without loss of
generality, that this route passes through the right child of node
. Again, immediately after the VC establishment, the mobile
user moves from to its left child . The same process continues until the mobile user reaches one of the nodes at level 1.
Now, compare the setup cost and the hold cost of the two
algorithms. Regarding the hold cost, suppose that at time the
mobile user is attached to node of level . At that time, the VC
passes through one of the children of . Thereroute of
. However,
fore, its hold cost is Hold Cost
the VC route of algorithm passes through the parent of node
at level
. Thus
Hold Cost

Hold Cost
We now turn to calculate the setup cost. Since
knows the
mobile user movements in advance, it establishes a single VC
only at the session initialization between nodes and and after
each movement it just releases unused edge resources. This VC
edges, thus Setup Cost
.
contains
In contrast, algorithm is required to establish a new VC following each movement of the mobile user. Hence, its setup cost
is
Setup Cost
Setup Cost
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2. The ring for the lower bound proof. (a) The initial VC of the on-line
alg’X. (b) All the allocated edges according to the on-line alg’ X. (c) The VC
of the off-line alg’ OPT.

Contradicting the assumption that the competitive ratio of al.
gorithm is
Theorem 2 strongly uses the independence between the setup
and hold costs of each edge. As mentioned before, in this work
we assume that there is a correlation between the setup cost and
the hold cost of the edges which is bounded by two constants
that are close to each other. We first prove a lower bound on the
competitive ratio in this case.
Theorem 3: If the setup cost and hold cost are correlated,
then, the competitive ratio of any on-line algorithm is at least 2.
. Suppose, in
Proof: We assume in this proof that
with a competicontrast, that there is an on-line algorithm
. Consider a ring with nodes, where is an
tive ratio
, and both the setup and
even number greater then
.
hold costs of each edge are 1. Clearly,
Let be a session between a mobile and a static user which
away from each other, e.g., at nodes
are initially at distance
and 1, respectively, as depicted in Fig. 2. During the session initialization, algorithm establishes a VC connecting the
two users, and suppose that the VC is routed through the right
side of the ring. Immediately after the VC setup the mobile user
, and continues its movement until it reach
moves to node
node 2 through its left neighbor. We assume that the mobile user
moves fast enough so that the session duration and hold cost are
negligible.
Let us turn to calculate the setup cost of Algorithm . Initially, it uses the path-extension method until the mobile user
reaches some node , where it decides to reroute the session
VC through the left side of the ring. Thus, its setup cost is at
. Note that node may be any node in the left side
least
. Concerning the off-line
of the ring including nodes 2 and
, since it knows the mobile user movements in
algorithm
advance, it routes the session VC through the left side of the
ring. After each movement it only releases unused VC resources
.
without allocating new ones. Therefore, its setup cost is
The competitive ratio of Algorithm is
Cost
Cost
in contrast to the above assumption.

Fig. 3. A formal description of Algorithm

A.

IV. COMPETITIVE ON-LINE ALGORITHMS
In this section we present two lazy on-line algorithms for ar.
bitrary graphs which have a competitive ratio of
A. Algorithm
1) A Description of the Algorithm:
The first algorithm, which we denote by , balances between the path extension and the connection reestablishment
algorithms as follows. During the session initialization it establishes a VC over the shortest path between the users. Now,
suppose that during a session one of the users moves from
node to node , while the other user is attached to node .
The algorithm finds the path which is obtained by concate, to the
nating the shortest path between nodes and ,
current VC. If the setup cost of is not more than times
the setup cost of the shortest path between the two users,
, then the path
is established and it becomes
part of the VC route. Otherwise, the current VC is released
is established. A
and a new VC over the shortest path
formal description of the algorithm is given in Fig. 3, where
is the VC path before the movement.
The algorithm uses the credit principle. It attempts to minimize the setup cost of each handoff operation under the constraint that the VC total setup cost is at most times the setup
cost of the shortest path between the users. We call the credit
parameter. The credit principle guarantees that the hold cost of
will not exceed
times the hold cost of
. In
the sequel we show that a proper selection of the parameter
yields a small competitive ratio.
2) The Competitive Ratio of the Algorithm:
We turn to prove that the competitive ratio of the algorithm is
. Consider a session that starts at time zero and
,
is defined by a sequence of triplets,
where the th triplet represents a movement of a mobile user
to node at time , as described in Section II.
from node
Lemma 1: For every session ,
Hold Cost

Hold Cost

Proof: For every edge
,
. Thereand ,
. In
fore, for every pair
. By the credit
addition, for every path ,
principle, at any time during the session, the VC route, ,
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satisfies
and
nodes

, where the users are attached to
. Hence

proving the lemma.
Consider the th movement from node
to node . Let
be the setup cost of the shortest path between these nodes, called the movement cost, and let
.
Lemma 2: For every session
Setup Cost
Proof: First, assume that
pays for allocating the resources of an edge in two installments: the first half is paid
for at the time of allocation, and the second half is paid for
when the edge resources are released. Now consider a user’s
to node , and let us bound its conmovement from node
. As a result of this
tribution to the total setup cost of
and some
movement, part of the VC route between node
node is released, and a new path is established between nodes
and . Hence, the setup cost of this movement is at least
. By the triangle inequality, we get
that
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Thus, the total cost of the VCs that are established at the connection reestablishment operations is

Hence, the total setup cost is
Setup Cost

Theorem 4: Algorithm

Lemma 3: For every session ,

-competitive for

Proof: The total cost of a session is the sum of two components, the setup cost and the hold cost. According to Lemma
1, the competitive ratio of the hold cost is
Hold Cost
Hold Cost

Therefore, the total cost is
Setup Cost

is

According to Lemmas 2 and 3, the competitive ratio of the setup
cost is
Setup Cost
Setup Cost

Setup Cost
Proof: We partition the session into phases so as to calculate the total setup cost of the session. The first phase, called
phase 0, begins at the session initialization. A new phase begins
each time the algorithm decides to release the current VC and to
establish a new one over the shortest path. Suppose that the session contains connection reestablishment operations (
phases). Let
be the setup cost of the VC path that is esbe the sum
tablished at the beginning of phase , and let
of all the movement costs that are made during phase . Note
, since we consider the session initialization as a
that
movement. According to the credit principle

The value of that minimizes the competitive ratio of both
components is obtained from the equation
. Hence, the best competitive ratio is obtained by set, and its value is
.
ting
Corollary 1: If
, then Algorithm is 3-competitive
) for general graphs.
(for
B. Algorithm
1) A Description of the Algorithm: The second algorithm,
which we denote by , uses the connection modification
approach for improving the first algorithm in terms of the
session cost. It is based on the following two improvements in
the selection of the COS at each handoff operation.
The first improvement is achieved by selecting the COS according to MPU. The selected COS is the node on the existing
VC which is the closest to the user new attachment node. This is
the cheapest modification of the existing VC and Fig. 4 demonstrates that such a selection always yields lower setup and hold
costs compared with the path extension algorithm.
The second improvement is achieved by removing exceptionally “heavy” segments from an MPU VC. A segment
between nodes and is called an exceptional segment if
its cost is at least times the setup cost of the shortest path,
. If this happens, then the algoi.e.,
rithm checks if there are exceptional segments that contain
the selected COS, and replaces the most expensive exceptional
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)
(c)

Fig. 5.

An example of session with exceptional segment removal operations.

Fig. 4. Selecting the VC route according to the path extension and the MPU
algorithms. (a) The initial VC. (b) The path extension routing decision. (c) The
MPU routing decision.

segment by a shortest path, called a shortcut. This improvement
considerably reduces the VC cost by establishing low cost
shortcuts and releasing unused resources. It is especially useful
for users which have local movement patterns, as described
by Fig. 5. In this figure the users are initially attached to the
nodes and . After the session initialization, the mobile user
from node moves around node , and creates exceptional
segments along its way. Each time such a segment is detected
it is replaced in the VC by a shortcut. Thus, the VC length
during the session is kept close to optimal.
So far we have described the two improvements as two separate steps which are employed sequentially. However, a better
COS that further reduces the VC cost is as follows. For each
handoff operation we allocate a budget equal to the cost of the
allocated paths according to both of the above improvements.
This budget upper bounds the cost of the allocated path. It is
used for finding the COS that further reduces the VC cost as
much as possible while satisfying the budget constraint. Note
that if an exceptional segment is not found, then the selected
path is the same as the path selected by an MPU decision. Otherwise, if an exceptional segment exists after the MPU decision,
then, it is removed at the end of this stage.
The final algorithm works as follows. At the session initialization, it establishes a VC over the shortest path between the
session users. Now, suppose that one of the users moves from
node to node , while the other user is attached to node , and
be the VC path before the movement. The algorithm
let
.
uses three steps for calculating the new path for the VC,
which is the closest one
In Step 1, it finds the node
. This function comto node ,
. Let
be the
putes the value of that minimizes
path that is obtained by concatenating the VC segment between
nodes and with the shortest paths between nodes and ,
. In Step 2, the algorithm finds the most
that includes
expensive exceptional segment in the path
. In Step 3, the algorithm selects a COS.
node , denoted by
If such an exceptional segment was found, then let the handoff
. The algorithm selects a
budget be
,
COS, , that minimizes the VC total weight,
. The received path is
under the budget constrain,
. Otherwise, node remains the COS. Fi-

Fig. 6. A formal description of Algorithm B .

nally, the algorithm allocates the missing edge resources in the
, routes the session VC over this path, and rereceived path
leases unused resources. A formal description of Algorithm
is given in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 provides an example of handoff rerouting operation ac. Initially, the users are atcording to Algorithm with
tached to nodes and . Then, the user from node moves
to node [Fig. 7(a)]. In Step 1, the algorithm adds the path
to the existing VC and let be the resulting path
[Fig. 7(b)]. This path contains two exceptional segments,
and
, where
and
[Fig. 7(c)].
Note that node by itself is not included in any legitimate ex. Thereceptional segment. The most expensive segment is
fore, the handoff operation budget is
. The node that minimizes the VC cost under the
budget constraint is node and thus the final VC cost is 150
[Fig. 7(d)].
. Then, Algorithm is
Theorem 5: Let
-competitive.
, Algorithm
Corollary 2: For general graphs with
is 3-competitive for
.
We defer the proof of the above theorem to the Appendix.
achieves
Moreover, our simulations show that Algorithm
better results on the average than Algorithm .
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 8. The graph G(V; E ) used by Theorem 6. (a) The considered graph. (b)
The VC of the off-line alg’ OPT. (c) All the allocated VCs by the on-line alg’ X.

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. An example of handoff operation according to Algorithm B . (a)
The initial VC. (b) The VC after the MPU decision. (c) Finding the longest
exceptional segement (2). (d) The final VC.

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS
We compared the competitive ratios as well as the performance of our handoff algorithms with four other handoff
rerouting algorithms. The evaluated algorithms are the connection reestablishment algorithm [11], the path extension
algorithm [2], [3] and two connection modification algorithms:
the MPU algorithm [20], and the anchor rerouting algorithm
[4]. For the latter, the initial location of the mobile user is
selected as an anchor (a permanent COS) and only the path to
the anchor is modified. We also evaluated the performance of
Algorithms and , that are described in Section IV.
In Section V-A, we show that the competitive ratios of all the
even when the setup cost and
other algorithms is at least
hold cost are correlated. Where is the number on nodes in the
network graph. In Section V-B, we compare by simulations the
performance of the considered algorithms in average sense.
A. Competitive Ratio Evaluation
In the following we divide the other handoff rerouting algorithms into two groups. i) Hold-cost-minimization algorithms
that minimize the session hold cost, ignoring its setup cost. This
group contains the connection reestablishment algorithm [11].
ii) setup-cost-minimization algorithms that minimize the session
setup cost without considering its hold cost. Such algorithms are
the path extension algorithm [2], [3], the MPU algorithm [20],
and the anchor rerouting algorithm [4]. Recall that the proposed
Algorithms and are not included in neither of these groups.
Theorem 6: The competitive ratio of any hold-cost-mini, where is the number of
mization algorithm is at least
nodes in the network, even if the setup cost and hold cost are
correlated.
that is described
Proof: Consider the network
,
. For every
in Fig. 8, where for every edge
, let
and for every
,
. We assume a session between two users
let

that are located in node 1. Immediately after the session initialization, one of the users moves from node 1 to node through
. As soon as the user reaches node , the
the path
session terminates. We assume that the mobile user moves fast
enough so that the session duration and hold cost are negligible.
Now, consider the best hold-cost-minimization algorithm, deto node
noted by . After each movement from node
the algorithm releases the current VC and establishes a new one
between the nodes 1 and . The cost of this setup operation is
, thus the setup cost of the algorithm is Setup Cost
. However, the optimal off-line algorithm
extend the current VC after each movement. Thus, its setup cost
. As a result
is Setup Cost
Cost
Cost
Since, may be any small positive value, the lower bound is at
.
least
Corollary 3: The competitive ratio of the connection reestab, where is the number of
lishment algorithm is at least
nodes in the network.
Proof: The connection reestablishment algorithm will
make the same routing decisions that the best setup-cost-minimization algorithm has made in the example given in the proof
of Theorem 6.
Theorem 7: The competitive ratio of any hold-cost-minimization algorithm is at least , where is the number of
nodes in the network, even if the setup cost and hold cost are
correlated.
as depicted in
Proof: Consider a ring network
,
Fig. 2, with even number of nodes and for every edge
. Let
and let the setup cost of the
be
. We assume a sesother edges
sion between two users that are located at the nodes 1 and
. Immediately after the session initialization, the user
moves to node 2 through its lest neighbor.
from node
We assume that the mobile user moves fast enough so that moveto node 2 is negligible and the
ment time from node
user stays at node 2 for a very long time. Recall that the setup
along the left
cost of the edges between nodes 1 and
) is
while
side of the ring (the path
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The effect of the credit parameter, , on the hold cost.

Fig. 10.

The effect of the credit parameter, , on the setup cost.

Fig. 11.

The effect of the credit parameter,

, on the session total cost with

Fig. 12.

The effect of the credit parameter,

, on the session total cost with

the cost of the path along the right side is
. Now, consider
the best setup-cost-minimization algorithm, denoted by . At
the beginning, it establish the VC a long the right side of the
to node ,
ring, and after each movement from node
, the algorithm adds the edge
to the exand the hold cost
isting VC. Thus, Setup Cost
. Let us turn to
until time is Hold Cost
.
describe the routing decisions of the off-line algorithm
routes the VC along the left side of the ring,
Algorithm
and after each movement it removed the unused edge. Thus,
and the hold cost until time
Setup Cost
is Hold Cost
. Consequentially
Cost
Cost

= 0:5.

Thus, for large and small the ratio is approximately .
Corollary 4: The competitive ratios of the path extension,
the MPU the anchor rerouting algorithms are at least , where
is the number of nodes in the network.
Proof: These algorithms will make the same routing decisions that the best setup-cost-minimization algorithm has made
in the example given in the proof of Theorem 7.
The above theorems show that all the other evaluated
schemes, beside Algorithms and , may make pure routing
decisions that yield high session cost with respect to the cost
of the optimal algorithm.
B. Simulation Results
We compare, using simulations, the performance of our
handoff algorithms with respect to the other schemes in average
sense. Our simulations considered different networks, different
roaming distances and various initial distances between the
users. For Algorithms and we also evaluated the affect of
different credit parameter values, , on their performance.
Selected typical results from our experiments are described
in Figs. 9–12. In this example, the tested communication network is a grid graph, where both the setup cost , and the hold
are 1. We evaluated the average
cost, , of each edge
setup and hold costs of sessions with the following characteristics. The initial distance between the users is 200 edges, where
one of them is static and the other is mobile. The mobile users

= 0:99.

move along a random path with 500 nodes. Its handoff rate is
one handoff operation per time unit and the movement range
is limited to a square of 100 100 nodes for achieving local
movement effect. The session overall cost is calculated by the
following equation:
Total Cost

Setup Cost

Hold Cost

determines the effect of the setup and the hold
where
costs on the session overall cost.
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The experimental results show that the connection reestablishment algorithm yields the lowest hold cost with the expense
of high setup cost, while the MPU algorithm achieved the lowest
setup cost with high hold cost. The anchor rerouting algorithm
and our proposed algorithms balance between the setup and the
hold cost of the session, where Algorithm yields a relatively
low setup cost and hold cost. Fig. 9 describes the effect of
on the hold cost and Fig. 10 shows its effect on the setup cost.
In the latter figure the results of the connection reestablishment
and the anchor rerouting algorithms were omitted due to their
high setup cost relative to the other algorithms (110 365, and
19 331, respectively). Figs. 11 and 12 demonstrate the effect of
over the session overall cost for the cases where equal 0.5
and 0.99, respectively. In the first case, the hold cost is the dominant component of the session total cost. Therefore,
yields the lowest total cost for both Algorithms and . Moreover, Algorithm produces the minimal session cost for every
.3 In the second case, the setup and the hold cost have a sim,
ilar effect over the session total cost. Here, for every
Algorithm produces the minimal cost. We see that the credit
parameter, , can be used for balancing between the setup cost
and the hold costs. If the hold cost is high relative to the setup
cost, then selecting a low value to guarantees low overall session cost. If the setup cost is the dominant component, then, a
high value to is preferable.
VI. SUMMARY
This work considers the general connection management
problem of reducing the overall session cost of mobile users
experiencing handoff. It presents a new model where the overall
session cost is composed of two components, a setup cost and
hold cost. Every edge of the network graph is associated with
is
both a setup cost , and a hold cost , and the ratio
.
bounded by two positive constants and ,
It is also assumed that in practical networks there is a correlation between these two components, such that the ratio
is close to one. Under this assumption, we present two
new handoff rerouting algorithms with a competitive ratio of
. These algorithms balance between setup and
hold costs by using a credit parameter . Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithms yield low overall cost
also in the average sense relative to other algorithms described
in the literature. These experiments show that selecting a
proper value of is essential for minimizing the session cost.
This value depends on the network parameters as well as on
that
the users movement characteristics. Finding the best
optimizes the algorithms performance is still an open question.
APPENDIX
COMPETITIVE RATIO OF ALGORITHM
We now turn to calculate the competitive ratio of Algorithm
. Consider a session , defined by a sequence of
triplets,
, which is managed by Algorithm .

3The

evaluated

is in the range [1, 6].
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Lemma 4: For every session
Hold Cost

Hold Cost

Proof: For every edge
,
. There. In adfore, for every pair and ,
. Step 2 of the algodition, for every path ,
rithm guarantees that the VC setup cost does not exceed times
the setup cost of shortest path between the users. Let be the
VC route and suppose that users are attached to nodes and .
Hence

The VC hold cost according to
is at least
. Therefore the lemma is satisfied.
We turn to calculate the setup cost. During the session, VC
resources of a given edge may be allocated several times. For
distinguishing between the different allocations, each allocation
, where is the edge identifier and
is denoted by a pair
is the corresponding movement index. In the sequel, we distinguish between two types of handoff operations, the MPU operation where the allocated path is determined by an MPU decision at Step 1, and the shortcut operation, where an exceptional
segment is removed from the VC path. The set contains the
indexes of all the shortcut operations, while the set contains
the indexes of all the MPU operations.
to node
.
Consider the th movement from node
be the setup cost of the shortest
Let
path between these nodes, called the movement cost, and
. In addition, let
be the path
let
between the user location and the COS at the th handoff
be its cost.
operation due to the MPU decision, and let
.
Let
.
Lemma 5:
to node
Proof: Consider the th movement, from node
, and let
be the selected COS at Step 1. Hence,
is the
at the existing VC
closest node to

Thus

Consider a shortcut operation with index , in which the path
is allocated. Let
be the most expensive exceptional
segment that was found at this operation, where the segment
and . Note that
contains also part
end-nodes are
, the common resources to both
of . Let
,
the shortest path
paths, and let
between the new user location, , and node . In addition, we
all the edge resources that were actudenote by
be
ally allocated by the MPU operations, and let
all the edge resources that were actually allocated by shortcut
,
, and
are disjoint sets, and
operations. Note that ,
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pair of

(a)

,

, the sets
and
are disjoint. Thus,
. From Lemma 5

Lemma 8: For every shortcut operation
resources

and its allocated

Proof: For every shortcut operation
resources

and its allocated

(b)

Fig. 13. An example of the notations used for proving the competitive ratio.
(a) The VC before the movement. (b) Th notations for the proof.

the path
. An example of these notations is given in Fig. 13.
For simplicity and without lost of generality, we assume
of every
the following shortcut assumption. The resources
shortcut may be included in at most a single exceptional
that is removed by a single shortcut operation,4
segment
with index . We say that a shortcut operation has an effect of
are
order 1 on a shortcut operation if its edge resources
included in the exceptional segment . A shortcut operation
has an effect of order on a shortcut operation , if its resources
are included in the exceptional segment
of a shortcut
on shortcut
operation which has an effect of order
operation . For completeness, we say that shortcut operation
has effect of order 0 on itself. Let
be the set of indexes of all
the shortcut operations that have effect of order on shortcut
is defined in a recursive manner
operation .

Since,

, the cost of

is

Lemma 6: For every
,
and positive integer ,
and
are disjoint.
the sets
Proof: We prove by induction on the order of the effect
. For
, for every
,
and the lemma is
satisfied.
.
Now, suppose that the lemma is satisfied for every
Consider an index set . According to the shortcut assump, its resources
are
tion, for every shortcut operation
of a given
included only in a single exceptional segment
. By the induction assumpshortcut operation , where
.
tion, there is no another shortcut operation such that
Therefore, shortcut is included only in the sets , and the
lemma is also satisfied for .
Lemma 7:
.
are the edge
Proof: For every shortcut operation ,
resources allocated by the MPU operations. Moreover, for every
4In the case where the resources R are included in several exceptional segments then R is divided to parts such that each part is included in a single
exceptional segment. Each part j of R is considered to be a separate shortcut
with a unique index and it is associated with a proportional part of the segments
p~ and U .

Lemma 9: Let
be the allocated resources at the
th handoff operation and let
, then
.
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Setup Cost
Theorem 8: Algorithm

is

-competitive for

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.
Corollary 6: For general graphs with
, Algorithm
is 3-competitive for
.
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